
Did HE Not Tell Us? 
 
Surely, He did; it could be that we forgot. 
 
And I resolved not to say or do it again as it became very clear that it is unkind to the Lord; as well, I 
decided to share it with others because they may be saying the same thing. 
 
How many times we have told others the sacrifices we are making to God? And someone says, “I 
have no time because I spend most of my time praying.” 
 
How many times we have told others what we are giving to the Lord? How I complained publicly 
last time because some persons were not pleased that I asked for money for the needs in my 
ministry; and I questioned, “do they know that I use my personal money to pay those who help me 
in my ministry.” This is also pride. Even if we are compelled, or snared, our offerings to the Lord 
should be kept secret to the Lord. That means that we will be willing to be misunderstood or be 
called names. 
 
Imagine, Dear Friend, God getting pressured and then reveal publicly to others, “I have forgiven 
Ignatius this or that sin this number of times. I calculate, just in recent months, I have belabored My 
Angel to watch over Ignatius for 3000 hours; he has used three tankers of My water; 4000 kilowatt 
of My sunshine and 5k velocity of My air. I have saved him from this number of attacks and this 
number of accidents. His family members could have died in over 2000 cases, but it is I Who saved 
them.” And so on and so forth… God conceals everything He does for us. 
 
Our sacrifice for God cannot be shared with others. Friendship with human beings are the same 
with God. True friends do not tell others what sacrifices they make for each other. Sacrifices and 
offerings made to someone (which are not announced onto others) are the ones we receive with 
most grateful sentiments. While growing up, in few occasions, how I felt dispirited to see some 
fathers lament when they paid the school fees of their children. What a great sacrifice to have paid 
their school fees with their very limited income, however, the lamentation on their children that 
followed it weakened the sentiments and tenacity of voice of those children when they said, “thank 
you dad.” Persons do not appreciate the fact that favors given to them are broadcasted by the giver. 
Did He not tell us, “when you give to the needy, do not let your left hand know what your right 
hand is doing” (Mat.6:3)? 
 
He would not want us tell others that we have poured out our blood and water for God’s work; He 
has not complained about pouring out His Blood for us. He does not want us to expect cheers when 
we serve doing His works. The best rewards come from sacrifices we made that no one cheered us. 
God multiplies the “thank you” a hundredfold. He has rewarded martyrs for dying when no one 
cheered them. Jesus received only mockery as He hung on the Cross doing the Father’s work; in 
exchange, the Father gave Him all things. He understands that we do not regret what we do for 
Him, however, He wants us to grow deeper in spirituality. Thus, Dear Friend, whatever you do for 
your parish, your community, your church, etc., need not be announced; whoever does more 
receives greater reward from the Lord. Also, remember that the sacrifices or time, treasure, or talent 
that you are giving to someone are directed to God, “whatsoever you do to the least of your 
brothers and sisters you do unto Me” (Mt.25:40). 
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